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INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this paper is an initial assessment of the feasibility of employing novel 

methodologies for producing high quality Official Statistics based on big data. Official 

Statistics are published by government agencies or other public bodies and are based 

mainly on survey, census, or administrative data that are carefully collected, processed 

and disseminated. On the other hand, big data challenge the way we think about data 

assets, the sources we collect them from and the way we analyse them. Paradigms are 

shifting and a reverse approach of designing statistics is being applied. With big data, it 

is fundamental to explore the vast amounts of data available first and then to decide on 

the quantities to be measured. Thus, inference techniques used for Official Statistics will 

need to make a shift too.  

This paper examines the potential of using big data sources as input for Official 

Statistics. Five sources are examined: (a) the Automatic Identification System (AIS) 

records of vessel movement, (b) Internet classified advertisement sites concerning house 

sales and rentals, (c) Social network content, such as Facebook and Twitter (d) Credit 

card transaction data and (e) an open government portal publishing all government 

expenditure decisions. The work was carried out under the framework of a European 

Commission / Eurostat project. 

1 METHODOLOGY 

1.1 Criteria for selection of the sources 

The five specific sources were selected so as to represent a representative range of 

situations across a number of dimensions.  

Firstly, we created an inventory of data repositories among which we identified the most 

suitable cases in terms of broad quality criteria such as the cost, sustainability, accuracy, 

relevance, consistency, interpretability and timeliness of potential statistical outputs of 

these sources [1][2]. Another selection criterion was the policy interest concerning each 

domain. The second step was a thorough analysis of the factors affecting the suitability 

of the big data repositories for the production of Official Statistics. Based on the 

information collected in the inventory as well as following the European Statistical 

System’s definition of quality
2
 we evaluated the appropriateness of each data repository 

for use. 
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2
  The quality dimensions according to the European Statistical System’s definition are: a) relevance, b) 

accuracy and reliability, c) timeliness and punctuality, d) accessibility and clarity and e) coherence and 

comparability. The cost involved in the production process is also discussed. 
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1.2 Case studies 

After the final selection of the five data repositories most relevant for use, we elaborated 

a scenario for the potential exploitation of the identified data. The steps that were 

followed are: a study of the background of the data source; a comparative analysis 

between the identified big data repositories and relevant Eurostat data collections; the 

examination of the correspondence between the datasets available in the selected 

repositories with datasets produced and disseminated by Eurostat in the relevant 

statistical domains; and finally the mapping between the variables already collected 

and/or disseminated by Eurostat with variables in the repositories. 

Moreover, we examined their potential to fulfil existing needs for statistical information 

by either supplementing or completely replacing Official Statistical indicators produced 

by Eurostat. Finally, we examined whether the proposed big data-based indicators were 

feasible from a methodological and practical point of view. The potential of the five use 

cases, related to statistical domains, was assessed across the technical, organizational, 

methodological, cost-benefit, legal and socio-political dimensions.  

RESULTS 

The cases presented in this paper, demonstrate that, in principle, big data can be used in a 

supplementary or complementary way for Official Statistics. Indicatively: 

 AIS data can be used as a source for maritime transport emissions statistics or 

maritime transport statistics in general 

 Real estate classified advertisements can be used as input for house price indices 

 Social network content can be the basis for statistics about well-being 

 VISA transaction data can be used for consumer expenditure statistics 

 Government spending data are useful for national accounting purposes 

As shown in the case of AIS data and real estate classified advertisements, big data offer 

a very fine geographical resolution and provide data about a far larger number of units 

than what any sample survey could offer. In terms of timeliness and frequency, statistics 

based on big data (e.g. VISA transaction based statistics) can supplement Official 

Statistics of very low frequency. Big data that are generated without the intervention of 

human reporting (e.g. AIS messages or VISA transaction data) reduce the burden 

imposed on individuals and enterprises. Finally, if a big data source has geographical 

coverage greater than a single country (e.g. the AIS messages have global coverage) this 

means that geographical comparability will be higher than that of survey or 

administrative data for the same countries. 

On the other hand, big data sources are often implementing different concepts than those 

required by corresponding Official Statistics. For example, the real estate classified 

advertisements contain data on asking price but not on the final price at which each 

property is sold or let. Some adjustment is therefore needed. Moreover, the coverage of 

the intended target population may not be the desired one. For example, AIS messages 

cover vessels larger than 300 gross tons and only a voluntary subset of the smaller ones; 

expenditure data in Greek government’s open portal omit some sensitive expenditure 

items. Therefore, either the target population of the statistics must be modified or the big 

data need adjustment or combination with additional sources. Some big data sets 

represent self-selected samples. For example, not all individuals have Facebook 

accounts, those that do have arguably choose what they want to post on them and 

moreover probably make public only a subset of it. Therefore, regular statistical 
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inference may not be correct without modifications, which is a research topic at present. 

Finally, access to big data sources may be very difficult. Some of them may be 

confidential (e.g. credit card transactions) and others may only be available via private 

intermediaries (e.g. Facebook status updates) who may charge for access. Sometimes, the 

cost of access to the data combined with cost for processing them may in fact offset the 

gains from not having to run a sample survey, therefore, cost efficiency should be 

established. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The evaluation of the effect from the use of particular big data sets on the overall quality 

of the statistics produced reveals several potential benefits as well as disadvantages. 

Among all, big data are characterized by the (large) amount of information and the (high) 

frequency at which they are produced. Good geographical coverage and the accuracy of 

the data, are some of the pros. On the other hand, a major issue concerning big data is 

their availability due to privacy and confidentiality protection or other restrictions. In 

addition, the very high data volume further increases the processing needs. It is 

highlighted, that the quantities produced can be used as supplements to the respective 

Official Statistical indicators, while in most cases, it is not feasible to completely replace 

them. However, exploiting the vast amounts of data available in a methodologically 

sound way may enhance the timely production of low cost and high quality Official 

Statistics. That is, big data has great potential which, in order to be unleashed requires 

new, appropriately tailored methods to accelerate the analysis of large amounts of data. 

Moreover, the use of big data in Official Statistics presents many challenges [3] that need 

to be surpassed in the near future. Specific methodologies for ‘exploiting’ big data should 

be examined. Using big data as a potential source for Official Statistics triggers a need 

for new data treatment methods such as data mining techniques and statistical methods 

suited for large datasets. Also note that there is the concern that big data sets are not 

representative of the target population due the fact that they are selective by nature and 

then yield biased results. This issue is for example addressed in [4]. Not only the Official 

Statistics community but also other scientific fields, can benefit greatly from the 

possibilities offered by big data, but must invest in research and skills development [5]. 
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